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In this paper, a new integrable nonlinear Schrödinger-type (NLST) equation is investigated by prolongation structures theory and
Riemann-Hilbert (R-H) approach. Via prolongation structures theory, the Lax pair of the NLST equation, a 2 × 2 matrix spectral
problem, is derived. Depending on the analysis of red the spectral problem, a R-H problem of the NLST equation is formulated.
Furthermore, through a specific R-H problem with the vanishing scattering coefficient,�푁-soliton solutions of the NLST equation
are expressed explicitly. Moreover, a few key differences are presented, which exist in the implementation of the inverse scattering
transform for NLST equation and cubic nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation. Finally, the dynamic behaviors of soliton solutions
are shown by selecting appropriate spectral parameter �휆, respectively.

1. Introduction

In recent decades, nonlinear partial differential equations
(PDEs) play a significant role in mathematics and theoretical
physics, which have attracted much attentions in soliton
theory and integrable system [1, 2]. Since exact solutions
[3, 4] of the integrable equations [5, 6] can describe and
explain many natural phenomena [7], the study of integrable
equations has become a hot topic. It is well known that
inverse scattering transform [8, 9] is a very important theory
for solving exact solutions of integrable equations. There
are two typical techniques for gaining inverse scattering:
one is using Gel�耠fand-Levitan-Marchenko equations and the
other is formatting a Riemann-Hilbert(R-H) problem. The
former has a complicated calculation procedure, while the
latter can provide an equivalent and simpler method for
solving integrable equations, especially soliton solutions [10–
14]. R-H approach [15–19] is extensively applied in lots of
nonlinear PDEs, for example, the coupled mKdV equation
[20], the generalized Sasa-Satsuma equation [21], the general
coupled nonlinear Schrödinger equation [22], which plays
a vital role in dealing with initial boundary value problems
[23–25], discussing long-time asymptotic behavior [26] and
investigating the lump solutions [27].

We find that construction of the Lax pair is critical for
solving the R-H problem. However, there is no unified way
to build Lax pair so far. In 1975, Wahlquist and Estabrook
[28] proposed prolongation structures theory [29–31]. This
method is one of the effective skills to verify whether the
equation is integrable or not. The theory has been widely
applied to many integrable equations, such as coupled KdV
equation [32, 33], coupled nonlinear Schröinger equation
[34], and Heisenberg ferromagnet equation [35].

In this paper, we get Lax pair of NLST equation [36]

�푖�푢�푡 + �푢�푥�푥 + 2�푢 |�푢|2 − �푖�푎�푢2�푢�푥 − 2�푖�푏 |�푢|2 �푢�푥 = 0, (1)

via prolongation structures theory, where a and b are real
parameters describing the measure of derivative cubic non-
linearity, the “–” denotes complex conjugation. Moreover, we
formulate a R-H problem by the obtained Lax pair and get the
N-soliton solutions of (1). As we all know, the NLS equation

�푖�푢�푡 + �푢�푥�푥 + 2�푢 |�푢|2 = 0, (2)

is a vital model in physics, which plays a significant part
in describing soliton propagation in water waves, nonlinear
fiber optics plasma, etc. Similarly, system (1) can also describe
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different phenomena, such as collision and bound state. In
particular, when setting �푎 = �푏 = 0, (1) is reduced to classical
NLS equation (2). For convenience, we set �푎 = �푏 = 1 in what
follows.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, Lax pair
related to (1) is obtained via prolongation structures theory.
In Section 3, the analytical properties for an equivalent
spectral problem are analyzed; besides, a R-H problem related
to a newly introduced spatial matrix spectral problem is
formulated. Through the formalism of R-H problem, the
construction of N-soliton solutions is discussed in Section 4.
Finally, a few conclusions and some discussions are given.

2. Prolongation Structures of
the NLST Equation

In this part, we study prolongation structures of equation

�푖�푢�푡 + �푢�푥�푥 + 2�푢 |�푢|2 − �푖�푢2�푢�푥 − 2�푖 |�푢|2 �푢�푥 = 0, (3)

which successfully gives the Lax pair of the NLST equation
(3). The specific steps are as follows.

Firstly, we introduce an important proposition in the
representation theory of Lie algebra.

Proposition 1 (see [37]). Let �푋 and �푌 be two elements of Lie�푔 = �푠�푙(�푛 + 1, �푐), such that [�푋, �푌] = �푎�푌, (�푎 ̸= 0) and�푋 ∈ range
ad �푌. �en we may identity �푌 with �푒± and �푋 with ±(1/2)�푎ℎ,
where �푒± are the nilpotent elements of �푔 and ℎ is the neutral
element of �푔.

Secondly, a new series of independent variables for (3) are
defined by�푢 = �푝, �푢�푥 = �푝�푥 = �푞, �푢�푥 = V.Then (3) can bewritten
as follows: �푢�푥 = V,

�푝�푥 = �푞,
�푖�푢�푡 + V�푥 + 2�푢2�푝 − �푖�푢2�푞 − 2�푖�푢�푝V = 0,

−�푖�푝�푡 + �푞�푥 + 2�푝2�푢 + �푖�푝2V + 2�푖�푢�푝�푞 = 0.
(4)

And a set of differential 2-forms �퐼 = {�훼1, �훼2, �훼3, �훼4} are
defined on a differential manifold�푀 = {�푥, �푡, �푢, V, �푝, �푞}, where

�훼1 = �푑�푢Λ�푑�푡 + V�푑�푡Λ�푑�푥,
�훼2 = �푑�푝Λ�푑�푡 + �푞�푑�푡Λ�푑�푥,
�훼3 = �푖�푑�푢Λ�푑�푥 − �푑VΛ�푑�푡 + 2�푢2�푝�푑�푡Λ�푑�푥 − �푖�푢2�푞�푑�푡Λ�푑�푥

− 2�푖�푢�푝V�푑�푡Λ�푑�푥,
�훼4 = −�푖�푑�푝Λ�푑�푥 − �푑�푞Λ�푑�푡 + 2�푝2�푢�푑�푡Λ�푑�푥 + �푖�푝2V�푑�푡Λ�푑�푥

+ 2�푖�푢�푝�푞�푑�푡Λ�푑�푥.

(5)

It is easy to testify the ideal is a closed ideal, that is �푑�퐼 ⊂ �퐼, and
limiting �퐼 to solution manifold, we can get (3) and (4). Then,
we introduce the differential 1-forms

�휔�푖 = �푑�푦�푖 − �퐹�푖 (�푢, V, �푝, �푞; �푦�푖) �푑�푥 − �퐺�푖 (�푢, V, �푝, �푞; �푦�푖) �푑�푡, (6)

where �퐹�푖 is linearly dependent on �푦�푖 as well as �퐺�푖, that is�퐹�푖 = �퐹�푖�푗�푦�푖, �퐺�푖 = �퐺�푖�푗�푦�푖. For simplicity, �퐹�푖�푗 is written as �퐹
and �퐺�푖�푗 is written as �퐺 in what follows. According to the
general theory of the exterior differential system, we obtain�퐼 = {�훼1, �훼2, �훼3, �훼4; �휔�푖} as a closed ideal, namely

�푑�휔�푖 = 4∑
�푗=1

(�푓�푖�푗�훼�푗) + �휂�푖�푗Λ�휔�푖, (7)

where �푓�푖�푗 are functions to be ensured and �휂�푗 is differential 1-
forms. Then, we obtain a suit of nonlinear PDEs of �퐹 and �퐺:
�퐹V = 0,
�퐹�푞 = 0,
�푖�퐺V + �퐹�푢 = 0,
�푖�퐺�푞 − �퐹�푝 = 0,
− �퐺�푢V − �퐺�푝�푞 + 2�푢2�푝�퐺V − �푖�푢2�푞�퐺V − 2�푖�푢�푝V�퐺V + 2�푝2�푢�퐺�푞

+ �푖�푝2V�퐺�푞 + 2�푖�푢�푝�푞�퐺�푞 + [�퐹, �퐺] = 0,

(8)

where [�퐹, �퐺] = �퐹�퐺 − �퐺�퐹. Then set �퐹 in (8) as follows:

�퐹 = �푥0 + �푥1�푢 + �푥2�푝, (9)

where �푥�푘 (�푘 = 0, 1, 2) are 2×2matrices. Then, taking (9) into�푖�퐺V + �퐹�푢 = 0, �푖�퐺�푞 − �퐹�푝 = 0, we can get a form of �퐺
�퐺 = �푖�푥1V − �푖�푥2�푞 + �퐻 (�푢, �푝) . (10)

Substituting (10) into (8), we gain

−�퐻�푢 + 2�푢�푝�푥1 + �푝2�푥2 + �푖 [�푥0, �푥1] + �푖�푝 [�푥2, �푥1] = 0,
−�퐻�푝 + 2�푢�푝�푥2 + �푢2�푥1 − �푖 [�푥0, �푥2] − �푖�푢 [�푥1, �푥2] = 0, (11)

by collecting the coefficients of V, �푞. Setting [�푥1, �푥0] = −�푥3,[�푥2, �푥1] = −�푥5, [�푥0, �푥2] = �푥4, (11) can be written as

�퐻�푢 = 2�푢�푝�푥1 + �푖�푥3 − �푖�푝�푥5 + �푝2�푥2,
�퐻�푝 = 2�푢�푝�푥2 − �푖�푥4 − �푖�푢�푥5 + �푢2�푥1. (12)

Then we have

�퐻(�푢, �푝) = �푝2�푢�푥2 + �푢2�푝�푥1 + �푖�푢�푥3 − �푖�푝�푢�푥5 − �푖�푝�푥4
+ �퐻1. (13)

Letting �퐻1 = �푥6, we finally obtain
�퐹 = �푥0 + �푥1�푢 + �푥2�푝,
�퐺 = �푖�푥1V − �푖�푥2�푞 + �푝2�푢�푥2 + �푢2�푝�푥1 + �푖�푢�푥3 − �푖�푝�푢�푥5

− �푖�푝�푥4 + �푥6,
(14)
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where �퐿 = {�푥�푖, �푖 = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} constitutes a continuation
algebra and they have the following relationships:

2�푖�푥1 + [�푥0, �푥1] − �푖 [�푥1, �푥5] = 0,
−2�푖�푥2 + [�푥0, �푥2] − �푖 [�푥2, �푥5] = 0,
[�푥0, �푥5] + [�푥1, �푥4] − [�푥2, �푥3] = 0,

�푖 [�푥0, �푥3] + [�푥1, �푥6] = 0,
[�푥2, �푥6] − �푖 [�푥0, �푥4] = 0,

[�푥1, �푥3] = 0,
[�푥2, �푥4] = 0,
[�푥0, �푥6] = 0.

(15)

Finally, we embed continuation algebra �퐿 into Lie algebra�푠�푙(2, �퐶). Through (15) and Proposition 1, we can get that �푥1
and �푥2 are nilpotent elements, and �푥5 is neutral element,
namely,

�푥1 = (0 �휆0 0) ,

�푥2 = ( 0 0−�휆 0) ,
�푥5 = (−�휆2 0

0 �휆2) .
(16)

Then, we take (16) into (15) yielding

�푥3 = (0 2 (�푖�휆3 − �푖�휆)0 0 ) ,
�푥4 = ( 0 0

2 (�푖�휆3 − �푖�휆) 0) ,

�푥6 = (−2�푖 (�휆2 − 1)2 0
0 2�푖 (�휆2 − 1)2) .

(17)

Moreover, we obtain specific expressions for �퐹 and �퐺:

�퐹 = (�푖 (�휆2 − 1) �휆�푢
−�휆�푢 −�푖 (�휆2 − 1)) ,

�퐺 = ( �푖�휆2 |�푢|2 − 2�푖 (�휆2 − 1)2 �푖�휆�푢�푥 + 2�푖�푢 (�푖�휆3 − �푖�휆) + �휆�푢2�푢
�푖�휆�푢�푥 − 2�푖�푢 (�푖�휆3 − �푖�휆) − �휆�푢2�푢 −�푖�휆2 |�푢|2 + 2�푖 (�휆2 − 1)2 ) .

(18)

In summary, the Lax pair of (3) is

Ψ�푥 = (�푖 (�휆2 − 1) �휆�푢
−�휆�푢 −�푖 (�휆2 − 1) )Ψ,

Ψ�푡 = ( �푖�휆2 |�푢|2 − 2�푖 (�휆2 − 1)2 �푖�휆�푢�푥 + 2�푖�푢 (�푖�휆3 − �푖�휆) + �휆�푢2�푢
�푖�휆�푢�푥 − 2�푖�푢 (�푖�휆3 − �푖�휆) − �휆�푢2�푢 −�푖�휆2 |�푢|2 + 2�푖 (�휆2 − 1)2 )Ψ.

(19)

3. The Riemann-Hilbert Problem

Before we formulate a R-H problem, we provide a definition
of Riemann-Hilbert problem.

Definition 2 (Riemann-Hilbert problem). Let the contour Γ
be the union of a finite number of smooth and oriented curves
on the Riemann sphere C, such that C \ Γ has only a finite
number of connected components. Let �퐽(�휆) be a 2 × 2matrix
defined on the contour Γ. The RHP(Γ, �퐽) is the problem of
finding a 2 × 2matrix-valued function �푀(�휆) that satisfies the
following:

(i) �푀(�휆) is analytic for all �휆 ∈ C \ Γ and extends
continuously to the contour Γ;

(ii) �푀+(�휆) = �푀−(�휆)�퐽(�휆), �휆 ∈ Γ;
(iii) �푀(�휆) �㨀→ �퐼, �푎�푠�휆 �㨀→ ∞.
The Lax pair of the NLST equation (3) reads

Ψ�푥 = �푈Ψ = [�푖 (�휆2 − 1)Λ + �휆�푈1]Ψ, (20a)
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Ψ�푡 = �푉Ψ
= [−2�푖 (�휆2 − 1)2 Λ − 2�휆3�푈1 + �푖�휆2�푈2 + �휆�푈3]Ψ, (20b)

where Λ = diag (1, −1), �휆 ∈ C is a spectral parameter,

�푈1 = ( 0 �푢−�푢 0) ,
�푈2 = (|�푢|2 0

0 − |�푢|2) ,
�푈3 = ( 0 �푖�푢�푥 + 2�푢 + �푢2�푢

�푖�푢�푥 − �푢2�푢 − 2�푢 0 ) ,
(21)

and the “−” represents complex conjugation.
In this part, the inverse scattering transforms of the NLST

equation (3) are given by formulating a R-H problem. The
results will lay a foundation for the derivation of �푁-soliton
solutions in Section 4.

We suppose that the potential �푢 is smooth enough and
decays to zero fast when �푥, �푡 �㨀→ ±∞. In what follows, we
treat Ψ(�푥, �푡; �휆) as a matrix function. From (20a) and (20b),
as �푥, �푡 �㨀→ ±∞, we notice that one possesses the asymptotic
behavior: Ψ ∼ �퐸 = �푒�푖(�휆2−1)Λ�푥−2�푖(�휆2−1)2Λ�푡. Thus it is convenient
to introduce a new matrix spectral function �퐽(�푥, �푡; �휆) which
is defined as

Ψ = �퐽�퐸. (22)

Inserting (22) into (20a) and (20b), the original form of Lax
pair (20a) and (20b) becomes

�퐽�푥 = �푖 (�휆2 − 1) [Λ, �퐽] + �푉1�퐽, (23a)

�퐽�푡 = −2�푖 (�휆2 − 1)2 [Λ, �퐽] + �푉2�퐽, (23b)

with

�푉1 = ( 0 �휆�푢−�휆�푢 0 ) , (24)

�푉2
= ( �푖�휆2 |�푢|2 �푖�휆�푢�푥 − 2�휆3�푢 + 2�휆�푢 + �휆�푢2�푢

�푖�휆�푢�푥 + 2�휆3�푢 − 2�휆�푢 − �휆�푢2�푢 −�푖�휆2 |�푢|2 ) , (25)

where [Λ, �퐽] = Λ�퐽 − �퐽Λ, and
�푉†1 = −�푉1, (26)

where “†” represents the Hermitian of a matrix.
Let us now consider formulating a correlated R-H prob-

lem with variable �푥. Firstly, in the scattering process, we
introduce matrix Jost solutions �퐽±(�푥, �휆) for spectral problem
(23a)

�퐽± = ([�퐽±]1 , [�퐽±]2) , (27)

which satisfy the asymptotic conditions

�퐽± �㨀→ �퐼,
�푥 �㨀→ ±∞, (28)

respectively, where �퐼 is a 2 × 2 unit matrix, each [�퐽±]�푘 (k=1,2)
represents the �푘-th column of the matrices �퐽±, respectively.
The subscript of �퐽 indicates at which end of the �푥-axis
boundary conditions are set. Utilizing the parameter varia-
tion method and the boundary condition (28), the matrix
spectral problem (23a) is transformed into the Volterra
integral equations of �퐽±

�퐽− (�푥, �휆) = I + ∫�푥
−∞

�푒�푖(�휆2−1)Λ(�푥−�푦)�푉1 (�푦) �퐽− (�휆, �푦)
⋅ �푒�푖(�휆2−1)Λ(�푦−�푥)d�푦, (29)

�퐽+ (�푥, �휆) = I − ∫+∞
�푥

�푒�푖(�휆2−1)Λ(�푥−�푦)�푉1 (�푦) �퐽+ (�휆, �푦)
⋅ �푒�푖(�휆2−1)Λ(�푦−�푥)d�푦.

(30)

Via a direct analysis of (29), due to the structure of the
potential�푉1 , it is easy to see the second columnof �퐽− involving
the exponential factor �푒�푖(�휆2−1)(�푥−�푦), which, since �푦 < �푥, decays
when �휆 ∈ C+ = {�휆 | arg �휆 ∈ (0, �휋/2) ∪ (�휋, 3�휋/2)}.
In addition, the first column of �퐽+ contains the exponential
factor �푒−�푖(�휆2−1)(�푥−�푦), which, since �푦 > �푥, also decays when�휆 ∈ C+. Therefore, we believe these two columns are analytic
for �휆 ∈ C+ and continuous for �휆 ∈ C+ ∪ R ∪ �푖R. Similarly,
the first column of �퐽− and the second column of �퐽+ also can
be analytic for �휆 ∈ C− = {�휆 | arg �휆 ∈ (�휋/2, �휋) ∪ (3�휋/2, 2�휋)}
and continuous for �휆 ∈ C− ∪ R ∪ �푖R.
Remark 3. This implementation of the inverse scattering
transform for the NLST is very similar to that for the cubic
NLS [38] except for a few key differences. The difference here
is that one instead needs to distinguish between the upper and
lower half planes of (�휆2 − 1). And the other difference is the
continuous of (�휆2 − 1).

Notice that tr (�푉1) = tr (�푉2) = 0, and we can use Abel’s
formula to get

det �퐽 (�푥, �휆) = 1, �휆 ∈ R ∪ �푖R. (31)

Then, through the asymptotic condition (28), we gain det�퐽± =1 for all �푥. Then, we introduce the notation �퐸(�푥, �휆) =�푒�푖(�휆2−1)Λ�푥. Since �휙 = �퐽+�퐸 is solution of (20a) and Φ = �퐽−�퐸
is solution as well, they must be linearly related, that is,

�퐽−�퐸 = �퐽+�퐸�푆 (�휆) , �휆 ∈ R ∪ �푖R, (32)

where

�푆 (�휆) = (�푠11 �푠12�푠21 �푠22) , �휆 ∈ R ∪ �푖R, (33)

is the scattering matrix. Notice that det �푆(�휆) = 1 because
det �퐽± = 1.
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Moreover, by analyzing the properties of �퐽−, we find �푠11
accepts analytic extensions to C− and �푠22 extends to C+
analytically.

The R-H problem requires (3) to contain two matrix
functions: one is analytic in C+, and the other is analytic in
C−. We construct the first matrix function

�푃+ (�푥, �휆) = ([�퐽+]1 , [�퐽−]2) = �퐽−�퐻2 + �퐽+�퐻1, (34)

which is analytic in �휆 ∈ C+. Here, �퐻1 = diag (1, 0),�퐻2 = diag (0, 1). Furthermore, through the Volterra integral
equations (29)-(30), we have

�푃+ (�푥, �휆) �㨀→ �퐼, �휆 ∈ C+ �㨀→ ∞, (35)

([�퐽−]1 , [�퐽+]2) �㨀→ �퐼, �휆 ∈ C− �㨀→ ∞. (36)

In order to formulate the R-H problem of (3), it is
necessary to construct a matrix function �푃−, which is analytic
in C− for �휆. Actually, we consider the inverse matrices of �퐽±

�퐽−1− = ([�퐽−1− ]
1[�퐽−1− ]
2

) ,
�퐽−1+ = ([�퐽−1+ ]

1[�퐽−1+ ]
2

) ,
(37)

where [�퐽−1± ]�푘 (�푘 = 1, 2) represent the �푘-th row of �퐽−1± ,
respectively. Moreover, [�퐽−1± ]�푘 satisfy the equation

�퐾�푥 = �푖 (�휆2 − 1) [Λ,�퐾] − �퐾�푉1, (38)

which is called adjoint scattering equation of (23a). The
matrix function �푃− is introduced as

�푃− (�푥, �휆) = ([�퐽−1+ ]
1[�퐽−1− ]
2

) = �퐻2�퐽−1− + �퐻1�퐽−1+ , (39)

which is analytic in �휆 ∈ C−. With a similar process as �푃+, we
have

�푃− (�푥, �휆) �㨀→ �퐼, �휆 ∈ C− �㨀→ ∞, (40)

([�퐽−1− ]
1
, [�퐽−1+ ]

2
) �㨀→ �퐼, �휆 ∈ C+ �㨀→ ∞. (41)

We introduce

�퐺+ (�푥, �휆) = lim
�휇∈C+,�휇�㨀→�휆

�푃+ (�푥, �휇) ,
(�퐺−)−1 (�푥, �휆) = lim

�휇∈C−,�휇�㨀→�휆
�푃− (�푥, �휇) , �휆 ∈ R ∪ �푖R, (42)

related to

�퐺+ (�푥, �휆) (�퐺−)−1 = �퐺 (�푥, �휆) , (43)

where

�퐺 (�푥, �휆) = �퐸 (�퐻1 + �퐻2�푆) (�퐻1 + �푆−1�퐻2) �퐸−1
= �퐸( 1 −�푠12�푠21 1 )�퐸−1. (44)

Equations (43)-(44) accurately give a R-H problem of a
correlation matrix. From (35) and (40), we get the asymptotic
properties of the above R-H problem

�푃± (�푥, �휆) �㨀→ �퐼, �휆 �㨀→ ∞, (45)

and the canonical normalization condition

�퐺± (�푥, �휆) �㨀→ �퐼, �휆 ∈ R ∪ �푖R �㨀→ ∞. (46)

4. N-Soliton Solutions and Their Dynamics

In this part, we derive�푁-soliton solutions for NLST equation
(3). As is well known that R-H problem with zeros produces
soliton solutions, the uniqueness of the solution of associated
R-H problem defined in (43) and the zeros of det�푃± are
specified in their analytic domains, and the structure of
ker�푃± at these zeros can be determined. From the definitions
of equations (34) and (39) as well as the scattering relation
(32), one gets

det�푃+ (�푥, �휆) = �푠22 (�휆) ,
det�푃− (�푥, �휆) = �푠22 (�휆) , (47)

where �푠22(�휆) = (�푠−1)22 = �푠11.
Let us assume that �푠22 has �푁 zeros {�휆�푘 ∈ C+, 1 ≤ �푘 ≤ �푁}

and �푠22 has �푁 zeros {�̂휆�푘 ∈ C−, 1 ≤ �푘 ≤ �푁}. For convenience,
we suppose that all zeros (�휆�푘, �̂휆�푘) are simple zeros of (�푠22, �푠22).
In what follows, each of ker�푃+(�휆�푘), 1 ≤ �푘 ≤ �푁, which only
includes a single column vector V�푘; each of ker�푃−(�̂휆�푘), 1 ≤�푘 ≤ �푁, which only includes a single row vector V̂�푘, namely,

�푃+ (�휆�푘) V�푘 = 0, 1 ≤ �푘 ≤ �푁, (48a)

V̂�푘�푃− (�̂휆�푘) = 0, 1 ≤ �푘 ≤ �푁. (48b)

A key step for solving soliton solutions is to calculate
the potential matrix �푉1 through �푃±(�푥, �휆). Notice that �푃+ is
the solution of the spectral problem (23a); consequently, we
consider the asymptotic expansion of �푃+,
�푃+ (�푥, �휆) = �퐼 + �휆−1�푃+1 (�푥) + �휆−2�푃+2 (�푥) + �표 (�휆−3) ,

�휆 �㨀→ ∞, (49)

submitting (49) into (23a) and comparing �표(�휆) term, we
obtain

�푈1 = −�푖 [Λ, �푃+1 ] = ( 0 −2�푖 (�푃+1 )122�푖 (�푃+1 )21 0 ) . (50)

Thus, a direct calculation shows that the potentials �푢 is repre-
sented as

�푢 = −2�푖 (�푃+1 )12 . (51)

The potential matrix �푈1 has symmetry property, which
produces in scattering matrix and Jost functions. In addition,
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the scattering equation (23a) has Hermitian property and we
get

(�퐽†±)�푥 = �푖 (�휆2 − 1) [Λ, �퐽†±] − �퐽†±�푉1. (52)

Notice that �퐽†±(�푥, �휆) meet the adjoint scattering equation
(38); recalling �퐽−1± also meets (38), and using the boundary
conditions (28) we obtain

�퐽†± (�푥, �휆) = �퐽−1± (�푥, �휆) . (53)

Through this involution property and definitions of (34) as
well as (39) for �푃±, we find the involution property is also fit
for the analytic solutions �푃±:

(�푃+)† (�휆) = �푃− (�휆) . (54)

Furthermore, from the scattering relationship (32)
between �퐽+ and �퐽−, the involution property also applies to �푆:

�푆† (�휆) = �푆−1 (�휆) . (55)

In view of the involution property, we gain the relation

�̂휆�푘 = �휆�푘, (56)

for the zeros of �푠22(�휆) and �푠22(�휆). Without loss of generality,
taking equations (48a), (54), (56), we have

V̂�푘 = V†�푘. (57)

The derived special R-H problem is solved by referring to
references and the results can be expressed as

�푃+ (�휆) = �퐼 − �푁∑
�푘,�푙=1

V�푘 (�푀−1)�푘�푙 V̂�푙�휆 − �̂휆�푙 , (58a)

�푃− (�휆) = �퐼 + �푁∑
�푘,�푙=1

V�푘 (�푀−1)�푘�푙 V̂�푙�휆 − �휆�푘 , (58b)

�푀 is an �푁 ×�푁matrix given by

�푀 = (�푀�푘�푙)�푁×�푁 ,
�푀�푘�푙 = V̂�푘V�푙�̂휆�푘 − �휆�푙 ,

1 ≤ �푘, �푙 ≤ �푁.
(59)

Notice that zeros �휆�푘 and �̂휆�푘 are constants; that is, spatial
variable �푥 and time variable �푡 are independent. Thus, it
is easy to determine the spatial and temporal evolution of
vectors V�푘(�푥, �푡) and V̂�푘(�푥, �푡)(1 ≤ �푘 ≤ �푁). We calculate the
derivatives of �푥 on both sides of equation �푃+(�휆�푘)V�푘 = 0.
Taking advantage of equation (23a), one gets

�푃+ (�푥, �휆�푘) (�푑V�푘�푑�푥 − �푖 (�휆2 − 1)ΛV�푘) = 0, 1 ≤ �푘 ≤ �푁, (60)

thus �푑V�푘�푑�푥 = �푖 (�휆2 − 1)ΛV�푘, 1 ≤ �푘 ≤ �푁. (61)

In a completely similar way, the time dependence of V�푘:�푑V�푘�푑�푡 = −2�푖 (�휆2 − 1)2 ΛV�푘, 1 ≤ �푘 ≤ �푁, (62)

can be determined by matrix spectral problem (20b). Sum-
ming up, we have

V�푘 (�푥, �푡) = �푒�푖(�휆2𝑘−1)Λ�푥−2�푖(�휆2𝑘−1)2Λ�푡V�푘0 , 1 ≤ �푘 ≤ �푁, (63)

V̂�푘 (�푥, �푡) = V̂�푘0�푒−�푖(�̂휆2𝑘−1)Λ�푥+2�푖(�̂휆2𝑘−1)2Λ�푡, 1 ≤ �푘 ≤ �푁, (64)

where V�푘0 is an arbitrary constant column vector, and V̂�푘0 is
an arbitrary constant row vector.

Finally, from (58a) and (58b), we obtain

�푃+1 = − �푁∑
�푘,�푙=1

V�푘 (�푀−1)�푘�푙 V̂�푙, (65)

and from (51), the general �푁-soliton solutions of NLST
equation read

�푢 = 2�푖( �푁∑
�푘,�푙=1

V�푘 (�푀−1)�푘�푙 V̂�푙)
12

, (66)

where vectors V�푘 are given by (63), V̂�푙 = V†�푙 , and matrix �푀 is
given by (59). In order to get the soliton solutions of the NLST
equation (3) conveniently, we let V�푙0 = (�훼�푙, �훽�푙)�푇. Furthermore,
we introduce the notation �휃�푘 = �푖(�휆2�푘 − 1)�푥 − 2�푖(�휆2�푘 − 1)2�푡, 1 ≤�푘 ≤ �푁.Then the above solution �푢 is expressed explicitly as

�푢 (�푥, �푡) = 2�푖 �푁∑
�푘,�푙=1

�훼�푘�훽�푙�푒�휃𝑘−�휃𝑙 (�푀−1)�푘�푙 , (67)

where

�푀�푘�푙 = 1�휆�푘 − �휆�푙 [�훼�푘�훼�푙�푒(�휃𝑘+�휃𝑙) + �훽�푘�훽�푙�푒−�휃𝑘−�휃𝑙] . (68)

4.1. Single-Soliton Solutions. We set �푁 = 1 in equation (67),
the single-soliton solution reads

�푢 (�푥, �푡) = 2�푖 (�휆1 − �휆1) �훼1�훽1�푒�휃1−�휃1�儨�儨�儨�儨�훽�儨�儨�儨�儨2 �푒−(�휃1+�휃1) + �儨�儨�儨�儨�훼1�儨�儨�儨�儨2 �푒�휃1+�휃1 . (69)

Let �휆1 = �푎 + �푖�푏, �훼1 = �푒−2�푎�푏�푥0+�푖�휎0 , �훽1 = 1, where �푎, �푏 are the
real and imaginary of�휆1 , and�푥0 , �휎0 are real parameters.Then,
solution (67) is represented as

�푢 (�푥, �푡) = 2�푏 sech {−4�푎�푏 [�푥 + 4 (1 − �푎2 + �푏2) �푡] − �푥0}
⋅ exp {2�푖 (�푎2 − �푏2 − 1) �푥
− 4�푖 [(�푎2 − �푏2 − 1)2 − 4�푎2�푏2] �푡 + �푖�휎0} .

(70)
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Figure 1: Modulus of single-soliton �푢(�푥, �푡) in (70) with the param-
eters chosen as �푎 = 1, �푏 = −0.07, �푥0 = 0.1, �휎0 = 0.1.

Solution (70) is a solitarywave in theNLST equation (1). It
is easy to see that the shape of the amplitude function |�푢(�푥, �푡)|
is hyperbolic secant, the peak amplitude is 2�푏, and the velocity
is −4(1 − �푎2 + �푏2). The phase of this solution depends linearly
on time �푡 and space �푥. In addition, the parameters �푥0 and�휎0 represent the initial position and the phase of the solitary
wave, respectively. Notice that the soliton power depends on�푏 only; therefore, it does not change after soliton collisions.
The solution is shown graphically in Figure 1.

Remark 4. One can see that the single-soliton solution (70)
of the NLST equation and the single-soliton solution of the
cubic NLS are different. From the difference in the Lax pair,
one can follow through to see that eigenvalues of the cubic
NLS (Iwill call them �푘) corresponding to (�휆2−1) in thisNLST.
Thus since �푘 = �휉 + �푖�휂 in the cubic NLS corresponds to a pulse
width of 2�휂 and velocity of−4�휉, in theNLSTwehave�휆 = �푎+�푖�푏
corresponding to �휉+�푖�휂 = (�푎+�푖�푏)2−1 = (�푎2−�푏2−1)+2�푖�푎�푏, so
the pulse width will be −4�푎�푏 and the velocity will be −4(1 −�푎2 + �푏2).
4.2. Two-Soliton Solutions. We set �푁 = 2 in formula (67),
and the two-soliton solutions also can be expressed explicitly,
while it is quite complicated. Using algebraic theory, two-
soliton solutions are represented as

�푢 (�푥, �푡) = −2�푖 det�퐹
det�푀, (71)

where

�퐹 =
[[[[[[[[
[

0 �훼1�푒�휃1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ �훼�푁�푒�휃𝑁
�훽1�푒−�휃1 �푀11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ �푀1�푁... ... d

...
�훽�푁�푒−�휃𝑁 �푀�푁1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ �푀�푁�푁

]]]]]]]]
]

(72)

Equation (71) is read as

�푢 (�푥, �푡) = −2�푖−�훼1�훽1�푒�휃1−�휃1�푀22 + �훼2�훽1�푒�휃2−�휃1�푀21|�푀|
⋅ �훼1�훽2�푒�휃1−�휃2�푀12 − �훼2�훽2�푒�휃2−�휃2�푀11|�푀| ,

(73)

where

�푀11 = �儨�儨�儨�儨�훼1�儨�儨�儨�儨2 �푒�휃1+�휃1 + �儨�儨�儨�儨�훽1�儨�儨�儨�儨2 �푒−�휃1−�휃1−2�푖�푏1 ,
�푀12 = �훼1�훼2�푒�휃1+�휃2 + �훽1�훽2�푒−�휃1−�휃2(�훼1 − �훼2) − �푖 (�푏1 + �푏2) ,
�푀21 = �훼2�훼1�푒�휃2+�휃1 + �훽2�훽1�푒−�휃2−�휃1(�훼2 − �훼1) − �푖 (�푏1 + �푏2) ,
�푀22 = �儨�儨�儨�儨�훼2�儨�儨�儨�儨2 �푒�휃2+�휃2 + �儨�儨�儨�儨�훽2�儨�儨�儨�儨2 �푒−�휃2−�휃2−2�푖�푏2 .

(74)

Denoting �휆�푘 = �푎�푘 + �푖�푏�푘, �푘 = 1, 2, �푎�푘 is the real part of �휆�푘
and �푏�푘 is the imaginary part of �휆�푘. Two cases are given below:
one case is �푎1 ̸= �푎2, which means that the two solitons have
different velocities, and they form a collision, and the other
case is �푎1 = �푎2, which means that the two solitons have same
velocities, and they form a bound state.

Case I. We choose �휆1 = 1.5 + 0.55�푖, �휆2 = 1 + 0.5�푖.
In this case, when �푡 �㨀→ −∞, this solution consists of

two single-solitons that are far apart and move toward each
other.They interact when they collide.When �푡 �㨀→ +∞, these
solitons reappear from the interaction without any change
in shape and velocity. The two-soliton solutions are shown
graphically in Figure 2.

Case II. We choose �휆1 = 1 + 0.35�푖, �휆2 = 1 + 0.05�푖.
In this case, we assume �푎1 = �푎2, the two solitons have

same velocity; therefore, they will stay together and form a
bound state. In addition, the amplitude function |�푢(�푥, �푡)| has
periodic oscillations with time as shown in Figure 3.

In summary, we obtained the N-soliton solutions (67) by
the R-H approach. In addition, as an example, the expressions
of the single-soliton solutions (69) and the two-soliton
solutions (71) are given explicitly. Moreover, we discuss the
dynamic behaviors of two solitons. By giving two examples,
two different phenomena are shown, one is �푎1 ̸= �푎2, which
describes a collision; the other is �푎1 = �푎2, which describes
a bound state. Similarly, we can get three-soliton solutions,
four-soliton solutions, etc. It is also interesting to study their
dynamic behaviors in the future.

5. Conclusion

In this work, a new integrable NLST equation is investigated
via prolongation structures theory and R-H approach. We
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Figure 2: Collision modulus of two-soliton �푢(�푥, �푡) in (71) with the
parameters chosen as �푎1 = 1.5, �푏1 = 0.55, �푎2 = 1, �푏2 = 0.5, �훼1 =0.4(1 + �푖), �훽1 = 0.4(1 − �푖), �훼2 = 0.4(1 − �푖), �훽2 = 0.4(1 + �푖).
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Figure 3: Bound state modulus of two-soliton �푢(�푥, �푡) in (71) with
the parameters chosen as �푎1 = 1, �푏1 = 0.35, �푎2 = 1, �푏2 = 0.05,�훼1 = √2.5(1+ �푖), �훽1 = √2.5(1− �푖), �훼2 = √2.5(1− �푖), �훽2 = √2.5(1+ �푖).

apply the prolongation structures theory to the NLST equa-
tion; by discussing the continuation algebra of the NLST
equation, a 2 × 2 Lax pair is successfully derived. Then,
we begin with the spectral analysis of the Lax pair and
formulate a R-H problem. Through a specific R-H problem
with vanishing scattering coefficient, which is under the
condition of the reflection-less case, �푁-soliton solutions
are obtained explicitly. In addition, we present a few key
differences between the NLST equation and the cubic NLS
equation in the implementation of inverse scattering trans-
form. Moreover, we analyze the dynamic behaviors between
two solitons, which describe different phenomena, such as
collision, bound state, and the dynamic behaviors of the
one-soliton solution and two-soliton solutions are shown by
graphs, respectively.

Recently, we notice that there are many other approaches
to obtain exact solutions in the field of integrable systems,
like Hirota’s bilinear method [39], Darboux transformation

method [40],Wronskian technique [41], Frobenius integrable
decompositions [42], etc. [43].Thus we consider whether the
NLST equation can be solved with these approaches. These
questions will be discussed in our future work.
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